
CREDENTIAL
LASER ENGRAVING

SERVICE
Typically some five working days after receipt of artwork layout, Farpointe will provide samples of 
the laser engraved credentials. Once these samples are approved in writing, Farpointe will 
generate a unique artwork code and then use this code to identify the specified artwork layout.
 
Additionally Farpointe can support multiple artwork layouts per company. For example, one 
artwork version may utilize a company’s logo, while another makes use of its URL. In this case 
multiple unique artwork codes will be assigned to the company in support of each artwork layout.
 
Note Farpointe requires that the appropriate artwork code be clearly stated on every purchase 
order that calls for credential laser engraving. Additionally, with Farpointe’s credential laser 
engraving there is typically no impact on lead time.

ARTWORK REQUIREMENTS
Please send Farpointe a high-resolution copy of the artwork layout to be laser engraved, as well  
as any desired orientation details via email to: support@farpointedata.com. A black-and-white 
version of the artwork layout in Illustrator, such as a .ai or .eps file, is best. Some high-resolution 
.jpeg files may also be acceptable
 
Note some complex logos may require modification for optimal credential laser engraving.

PRICING
Please contact your access control system partner or Farpointe directly regarding credential  
laser engraving.
 
Note price will vary with the size and complexity of the artwork layout. However, with Farpointe’s 
credential laser engraving there are no set-up fees or minimum order requirements.

CHOOSE THE TYPE OF CREDENTIALS
See examples at right

o Clamshell Card

o Printable Card

o Printable Card with Magnetic Stripe

o Key Ring Tag

o Disc Tag

With Farpointe the option exists to permanently laser engrave a wide range of access control credentials, such as clamshell and printable cards, as 
well as key ring and disc tags. Examples of this credential laser engraving can range from logos and text, to URLs, signature blocks, messaging and 
more. System manufacturers, integrators and dealers may find this monochromatic credential laser engraving helpful in building their brand, as well 
as encouraging credential reorders.
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EXAMPLES


